First draft-ABSTRACT OF VIABILITY

Here is some of the science, with applications for hundreds of practical uses forthcoming
Sound can be made to travel multi-dimensionally (3-D surround sound, etc.) along lines, loops,
spirals, etc. in various directions, each channel or sub-channel starting at speci c points and moving
together in speci c patterns.
This causes amazing things to happen becauseenergy elds and scalar waves, etc. Are created in part
through symmetry and multi-dimensional symmetry
.
By combining andsynchronizingwaves and pulses in certain speci c ways, you can do amazing
things to plants ,animals and people.Especially working with ratios found in nature, such as pi, phi,
3:4:5, etc. When sound is done geometrically, using double and triple helix, etc.
, very interesting
things occur.The same is true with light and electromagnetic elds (especially when pulsed).Bruce
Rawles and others can do software for me per request to create the picture. Engineers at Seinhouser
& Bose can make the sound travel per m direction.
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My things balance plants, animals, and people and make energy circulate better.
Changes surface tension of H2O and other (lower dynes)(makes cell membranes absorb
nutrients and expel toxins more e ciently)
Increasesphoton emission and absorption!
Increases vitamin and mineral absorption.
Makes biological activity use less energy for electron transfer, etc.
MakesDNA easier to manipulate
.
Other - including making more energy output out of gasoline, natural gas & other.
Human potential- other
We have another system that uses 12 small speakers on the body to
ce/balance the
7 primary endocrine glands and spinal cord.
We have another system that stimulates and/or balances the primary acupuncturemeridians.
We have another system that stimulates hands and feet.
We have another that has tiny speakers on both sides of the spine in between eachvertebrae.
The polarity alternates from vertebrae to vertebraeto stimulate bioelectric & cerebral spinal
w. Stimulation patterns that feel like waves and/or pulses of acoustic massage.
All systems are compatible and modular & can plug in to each other !
All systems can network with sound & light machines and even computers.
Our many passive systems, including “ Universal EF Circuits ” and the SynergizingFacilitator
balance organisms
.
We have many other systems, including those for agriculture (plants & animals) that increase
growth and production.
A more advanced version can be done with 13 speakers for medical, psychological &other
therapeutic applications & many multiple military uses that will NOT be addressed here...
There are other systems that add to this that af fect key acupuncture points, energy centers
etc...Puttingsound through these centers & alsoincorporatingspeci c geometries...
Also works with pulsed noble gases under pressure with pulsed magnetic eld generators
performing frequency sweeps up and down the scales and integrating speci c waveform
geometries and dozens of other proven methods
.

Note: By doing di erent patterns and sequencing combinations, the systems canvirtuallymeditate
the body and mind in ways that allow the average person to experience (within minutes) the
e ects of doing 30 -40 di erent yoga, tantra, energy and consciousness raising or altering
systems that would normally take 30 years practice. 2-6 hours per day. Systems can make
energy elds more coherent and induce multi -directional symmetry balancing left /right,
top/bottom, front/back, various diagonals, spirally in multiple directions and equalizing
expansion/ contraction activity.
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